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Abstract: In recent decades, scientific interest has grown in tackling the vehicle routing problem
with a sustainable approach (Green VRP). There are numerous studies in the literature addressing
environmental problems from the point of view of efficient planning that allows visualizing the
benefits associated with the use of the new technologies in electric vehicles. This paper focuses on
the electric vehicle routing problem and considers the batteries’ state of charge (SoC). The problem
considers a set of customers, where each one has a specific demand and a time window. Deliveries
are performed through a homogeneous fleet of electric vehicles with a fixed charging capacity and
limited autonomy. In particular, when the vehicle is traveling, it consumes an amount of energy
proportional to the distance it travels; therefore, it must visit battery recharging stations to continue
and complete its route. The objective is to determine the performed routes with the minimum
cost (time), while seeking to visit the recharging stations as many times as possible. In this way,
overcharging and deep discharges are avoided by protecting the battery from degradation. In this
paper, four models are proposed: the first model requires that the battery be fully charged in the
stations; the second model allows partial recharging; the third formulation limits deep discharge; and
a fourth formulation adheres to a limitation associated with overcharging and tries to keep the battery
in its most comfortable place. The efficiency of the proposed formulations is tested in structured
instances of different sizes. The results obtained show the efficiency of the formulations proposed for
the electric vehicle routing problem when considering battery degradation.

Keywords: electric vehicles; state of charge; optimization; batteries charge; road transport

1. Introduction

Green logistics seeks to optimize processes and to reduce or efficiently dispose of waste,
thus reducing the pressure humans exert on the planet and its resources [1]. It also seeks to
position companies in the market through policies focused on reducing their environmental
impact, combining their interests with sustainable thinking within its development plan.
Transportation is the main component of such activity and contributes a large portion of the
greenhouse gas emissions, according to a report by the International Energy Association in
2014. According to this report, 20% of the emissions to the atmosphere, and three-quarters
of this proportion, is emitted by land transport. This situation has led to substantial research
interest in finding mechanisms based on ecological transport to reduce pollutant emissions.
Hence, there is a focus on the environmental impact of the distribution of goods [2]. Among
the existing alternatives to address these environmental issues related to routing (the green
vehicle routing problem, VRP), models have been developed based on fleets of vehicles
with alternative fuels [3].
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Environmental issues have occupied a leading role in logistics operations in the last
two decades. Considering the fight against climate change and disruptive technological ad-
vances, transport companies seek mechanisms that allow them to reduce the environmental
effects associated with the delivery of goods through better planning or less-polluting
means of transport. In this context, the developed countries have implemented incentives,
tax advantages, and various benefits associated with using vehicles with alternative fuels.
The above has aroused interest in research on electric vehicles as a sustainable alternative to
conventional transport. In recent years, various routing algorithms have been formulated
based on electric vehicles, in which the batteries are the main component; such batteries
have a useful life that depends on various factors associated with their use, limiting the
autonomy of the vehicles. For this reason, the formulation of methodologies that can solve
the routing problem and at the same time represent the behavior of the batteries when
using efficient planning in the recharging process is highly beneficial and has the objective
of reducing battery degradation.

Electric vehicles are powered by motors that use electrical energy, commonly stored in
batteries. Although there is a tendency to think that this type of technology appeared in
recent decades, electric vehicles originated more than one hundred years ago. Practical
electric vehicles with characteristics similar to today’s ones emerged almost simultaneously
with the first conventional combustion vehicle [4]. Electric vehicles can be divided into
four classes or basic designs differentiated by their operation: hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (FCEVs),
and battery-powered electric vehicles (BEVs). The focus of this article is on PHEVs and
BEVs. PHEVs are hybrid electric vehicles with rechargeable batteries that can recover a
full charge by connecting a plug to an external electrical power source. PHEVs also have
an electric motor and a combustion engine, and their electric autonomy is greater than
that of the conventional hybrids as the combustion engine works as a backup when the
batteries are depleted [5]. BEVs do not have a combustion engine, and their propulsion is
entirely electric. These vehicles have high efficiency, and the driving range varies according
to the battery power capacity. This type of vehicle must be charged from the electrical
network [6].

The electric vehicles have some advantages, such as (i) they are entirely charged by
provided electricity without buying gas ever again; (ii) the electric vehicles are easy to
recharge by using a simple socket without visiting a gas station; (iii) some governments
offer some economic incentives as the use of the electric vehicles allows the saving of
money; (iv) the electric vehicles, by using electrically powered engines, are 100 percent
eco-friendly; (v) the engines of the electric vehicles do not need to be lubricated; therefore,
the cost of their maintenance typically goes down; and (vi) the batteries of electric vehicles
could last up to ten years. However, the EVs have also some disadvantages, such as (i) the
EVs must be recharged at recharge points which are not located at available spaces; (ii) the
cost of the EVs is much higher than traditional trucks; (iii) electric vehicles are constrained
by battery range and speed; (iv) a complete recharge of a battery could take about 4–6 h;
however, this work proposes a scheme to decide the recharge time; and (v) the battery must
be replaced depending on the type and its use.

Some recently published papers deal with the essential aspects of electric vehicles
worldwide. Macioszek [7] analyzes the problems and issues connected with electric vehicles
worldwide and in Poland. Macioszek [8] presents the survey results on the e-mobility
infrastructure in the Metropolis (Poland) and the potential for development. Finally, [9]
proposes two choice models to estimate vehicle purchase behavior and fuel choice. The
authors found that Battery EVs (BEVs) were more likely to be purchased, while existing
ownership of a driver’s license and a higher purchase budget reduced such a possibility.

This paper presents the electric vehicle routing problem (E-VRP) and considers the
battery state of charge (SoC). For this purpose, the formulation of efficient mathematical
models for different battery states is proposed. The results allow evaluation of the impacts
of restricting the recharge process and limiting the battery SoC. From the reviewed literature,
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no studies have been found associated with a solution of the E-VRP that considers battery
degradation. The paper’s main contribution is the consideration of the realistic E-VRP
while considering battery degradation at the recharging points. The results show that the
proposed model could be adapted to real problems. A review is given of the published
works related to EVs in the last decade, ranging from the more uncomplicated and mainly
theoretical models to formulations that better capture reality with possible future works.

Section 2 presents the literature related to batteries in electric vehicles and their
degradation and to aspects related to the routing of electric vehicles. Section 3 describes in
detail the proposed methodology based on mathematical formulations. In Section 4, the
computational results for instances from the literature are detailed and analyzed. Finally,
in Section 5, the conclusions of the findings are described, and future studies are proposed.

2. Literature Review

The battery is the most critical component of an electric vehicle and is the primary
energy source for its propulsion. The battery constitutes approximately one-third of its
sales price [6]. Lithium batteries are one of the most promising technologies and have a
high energy and power density. Lithium batteries are also light, cheap, non-toxic, and
capable of accepting a fast charge [10]. Gerssen-Gondelach and Faaij [11] predict that by
2030, due to technological advances, the cost of lithium battery packs should decrease, and
their capacity should increase considerably. The current autonomies of electric delivery
vehicles are between 100 and 200 km. However, this autonomy depends on the type of
battery, its capacity, and additional factors such as the vehicle’s recharge, the slopes of the
route, the speed, and the acceleration, among other aspects [2].

Lithium batteries have a specific useful life, and their capacity decreases according to
use and the passage of time; thus, repairs aiming to reduce battery degradation and extend
battery life should be considered within the daily use of the vehicle. The main factors that
affect battery degradation are charge cycles, power and depth of charge, and exposure to
high temperatures [12]. Because the battery lifespan depends on several factors, including
the user’s use and the vehicle’s exposure, many manufacturers of batteries and electric
vehicles apply an expiration date without considering individual use factors.

According to [13], the state of health of a battery is 100% upon manufacture and then
decreases with time. The models assume that the end of the valuable life occurs when this
capacity decreases to 80%. The end of life is defined as when the battery cannot function
according to the minimum requirements [14]. The minimum requirements are considered
to be the following:

• Capacity fading: When the capacity of a battery under reference conditions has been
reduced to 80% compared to the nominal capacity.

• Energy fading: The maximum power delivered by the battery in the reference conditions
is reduced to 80% compared to the nominal power.

Battery University [15] indicates that a complete discharge stresses a battery more
than a partial discharge. Therefore, it is better not to discharge a battery entirely but to
charge it more frequently. In dynamic stress tests presented in the same work, the loss of
the capacity of batteries in different cycles of charge and discharge was determined, as
shown in Figure 1.
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The SoC is the proportion of electrical charge within a battery at a given time in
relation to the maximum possible charge [16]. Figure 1 illustrates dynamic stress tests
(DST) reflecting the capacity loss when cycling Li ions at various charge and discharge
bandwidths. In Figure 1, it [16] can be observed that a more significant degradation occurs
in the charge cycles between 25 and 100% of the battery capacity than in a total discharge
(reaching 0%). Between 65 and 75% SoC, the battery’s useful life is lengthened; however, in
reality, it would be almost impossible to maintain the SoC within that margin as the vehicle
autonomy would be minimal and would require having a station that supplies energy
nearby at all times. Between 50 and 100% SoC, more than 5000 charge and discharge cycles
can be applied; however, problems associated with battery overload would arise each time
the recharge was made, and autonomy would still be limited.

Between 25% and 85% SoC, that is, maintaining 60% battery capacity, up to 5000 cycles
can be applied; in addition, this range provides sufficient autonomy to deliver goods. The
above conditions can be carried out in reality. According to the website of the Porsche
brand, lithium batteries are subject to a natural physical and chemical process of progressive
wear, bringing with it a reduction in the original autonomy available when the vehicle
is produced due to factors such as temperature. In particular, the temperature can affect
propulsion power; so, the website recommends avoiding temperatures above 30 ◦C when
parking in full sunlight. In addition, the website indicates that if such avoidance is not
possible, the vehicle should be charged to a maximum state of 85% with a high voltage,
and the maximum load should be maintained under the threshold of 80%. The company
Nissan recommends charging batteries from 20 to 70%. Myall et al. [17] showed that the
batteries of the Nissan Leaf model vehicle, with a capacity of 30 kWh, were more affected
by degradation than were the batteries of the 24 kWh version, mainly because the former
model does not have the option to limit the load; so, it is recharged more frequently to 100%.

Although different models in the literature consider battery charge to follow a linear
function in the context of research, this is not the case in reality. In general, load functions
are not linear because the voltage and current of the terminals change during the charging
process [18]. The charge current is kept constant in the first stage; so, the battery level
increases linearly with time. The first phase of charging continues until the voltage of the
battery terminals increases to a specific maximum value. In the second phase, the current
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decreases exponentially, and the voltage at the terminals is kept constant to avoid damage
to the battery. Then, the battery level increases concavely with time [2].

Figure 2 presents a typical load curve, where i, u, and the SoC correspond to the
current, the voltage at the terminals, and the SoC, respectively. Due to all the interfering
factors, it is highly complex to model this behavior; so, the battery level is determined using
differential equations. However, given the complexity of formulating a solution to the VRP
with this approach, approximations have been made to these load functions [18]. One of
the alternatives used is to perform a piecewise linear approximation, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Real data vs. piecewise linear approximation for a charging station of 22 kW charging a
battery of 16 kWh. The battery level Source: [19].

Figure 3 represents the real data for the piecewise linear approximation of a 22 kW
load center charging a 16 kWh battery, where cik and aik represent the time and load level
for each piece of the line [18]. The E-VRP corresponds to a well-known VRP with time
windows (VRPTW). Given a set of customers, geographically dispersed depots, and a fleet
of vehicles, the VRPTW seeks to determine a set of minimum-cost routes that begin and
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end in depots. Customers should be visited only once within the defined time windows in
which it is possible to provide the service [20]. The problem for conventional vehicles does
not consider the action of fueling. If fueling is considered, it is assumed to be of unlimited
accessibility or “omnipresent”; so, it is not relevant within the problem, nor does it restrict
vehicle autonomy in fleets commonly composed of combustion vehicles.

The extension of the VRPTW that includes electric vehicles (E-VRPTW) is considered
an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem due to the high computational cost in its
solution [21]. In the E-VRPTW, as its name implies, a fleet of electric vehicles or mixed fleets
composed of electric vehicles, hybrids, or a mixture of both are used. A fleet with a fixed
number of trained vehicles with limited autonomy is initially located in a fully recharged
depot. These vehicles can leave the depot to serve customers and visit stations where they
can recharge their batteries during their planning horizon and thus extend their autonomy
to meet customer demand in the corresponding time windows [22]. The objective is to find
routes that minimize the cost (distance, time, degradation, and load, among others).

The use of electric vehicles has been growing in recent years due to interest from
government entities in taking action concerning the effects produced by pollution, especially
with regard to land transportation. Various incentives have been promoted to reduce the use
of fossil fuels. According to [23], these incentives range from adopting strict regulations to
control fuel consumption and emissions to promoting research and development, offering
financing to cover the costs of obtaining a sustainable vehicle. Such actions are mainly taken
in developed countries, where, according to the same study, the sales and acquisition of
electric vehicles exceed 350,000 units only in the US, followed by Asian and then European
countries. Considering that these incentives and advantages have an uncertain future, it is
necessary to look for alternatives that significantly reduce emissions and the efficient use of
energy and promote electric vehicles over conventional vehicles.

Several authors have proposed studies regarding the size and configuration of fleets.
Gonçalves et al. [24] study the problem of the delivery and removal of goods through a fleet
composed of electric vehicles and combustion vehicles, allowing fuel or electrical energy
to be loaded at any point of its route. Lebeau et al. [25] included time windows, vehicle
capacity, and service times in deliveries to customers in their mixed-fleet formulation,
considering only linear refills made in the depot. Van Duin et al. [25] included electric
vehicles in routing problems without considering the battery charge.

Hiermann et al. [26] proposed a vehicle routing formulation with a heterogeneous fleet
of electric vehicles and optimal locations of charging stations. Conrad and Figliozzi [27]
formulated a model with time windows and vehicle capacities in which battery recharging
can be carried out at customer locations. Erdogan and Miller-Hooks [28] introduced the
green VRP considering the recharging of vehicles with alternative fuels. The objective of
the work was to minimize the distance traveled, taking into account the driving range and
the locations of the charging stations.

Omidvar and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam [29] studied the effect of congestion, considering
travel speeds and times. This model allows customers to wait during periods of high
congestion. Schneider et al. [21] study the VRP, considering time windows, customer
demand, capacity constraints, and autonomy. Recharging at stations was assumed to be
linear, and the constant speed and the recharge time were related to the battery’s capacity
when arriving at the station. The instances generated by Schneider et al. [21] have been
widely used to solve different variants of the E-VRP.

The published works above consider a complete battery recharge when passing
through a station. However, several authors, including Desaulniers et al. [30], Keskin
and Çatay [31], Felipe et al. [32], and Sassi et al. [33], have included in their routing models
the possibility of partial battery recharge. Sassi et al. [33] defined time windows for stations.

Other studies, including multiple recharging options such as fast charging with
so-called “superchargers”, have been considered by Kobayashi et al. [34], Keskin and
Çatay [31], and Felipe et al. [32]. The last work combines partial recharge with fast charg-
ing options.
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Some authors added physical variables to make the problem more realistic. Sassi
et al. [35] included limitations of the electrical network for the E-VRP. Preis et al. [36] con-
sidered components in the routing of electric vehicles related to air resistance, resistance to
road slopes, wheels, and regenerative braking. Basso et al. [37] used coefficients related to
topography, speed, powertrain efficiency, and acceleration and braking at traffic lights and
intersections. Alesiani and Maslekar [38] restricted the number of vehicles simultaneously
present at recharging stations. Goeke and Schneider [39] took into account information asso-
ciated with the vehicle mass, speed, and road shape. Many of the contributions mentioned
in this review consider battery recharge as a linear function. However, Montoya et al. [17]
consider models with nonlinear components that are introduced in the recharge process.

Sweda and Klabjan [40] considered the problem of finding the minimum cost of an
arc in the minimum cost path problem (MCPP), assuming that the battery SoC is always
above a minimum threshold and below its capacity, without allowing it to reach zero,
thus protecting the battery from deep discharges. Sweda et al. [41] carried out studies
to determine the optimal charge of a battery along an arc in the MCPP to obtain greater
profitability and contribute to extending the useful life of the batteries. In that work, the
costs associated with recharging at stations and the penalties for frequent stops were added
to the costs associated with overloading above a certain threshold, primarily if higher
voltages were used in the process. Arlsan et al. [42], considering a fleet composed of hybrid
vehicles, penalized deep discharge of the battery in the MCPP.

In recent years, thanks to technological advances, alternatives to recharging batteries
at stations have been proposed to reduce the cost and the time that such recharging implies.
These alternatives include exchanging electric vehicle batteries for fully charged batteries.
Among such studies, we can highlight the contributions of Yang and Sun [43], Verma [44],
and Hof et al. [45], which include the possibility of adapting recharging stations as exchange
locations or modeling the optimal locations of designated stations. Finally, Raeesi and
Zografos [46] introduced a new formulation without deviations in the route that allows a
battery change to be requested at any place by using exchange vans and synchronizing the
routing of the electric vehicles with these “mobile stations.”

Futalef et al. [47] have studied the E-VRP and considered the EV limitations, such
as short driving range, high charging time, poor charging infrastructure, and battery
degradation. The customers have time windows, and nonlinear charging functions and
limited charge station (CS) capacities have been considered within the problem. The
authors determine a State of Health (SOH) policy with a charge percentage between 38%
and 82%. However, this work assumes that the vehicles leave the depot with a full charge
of 82%. Therefore, partial recharge is not considered to improve the battery’s life. Besides,
the proposed scheme forces the completion of a full recharge (within the maximum value
of the range).

Some works have studied different variants of the E-VRP with special characteris-
tics [48–51]. Schiffer et al. [48] analyze the deployment of commercial electric vehicles in
retail mid-haul logistics fleets for current and future technology scenarios. An approach
is to combine the total cost of ownership calculations with a rich, location-routing model
proposed by the Electric Location Routing Problem (E-LRP). In [48], the battery degradation
considerations are considered an approximation of a consumption linear recharging rate
r[kWh/min] when recharging an electric vehicle. This work considers partial recharging,
assuming linear, without comparing SOH policies.

Zhang et al. [49] study the battery electric bus service (EBS) and charging strategy
to minimize the total operational cost of the transit system, where the cost incurred by
battery degradation and nonlinear charging profile is considered. The authors assume
that the battery electric bus (BEB) is always charged to a given minimum value (SoCinit)
whenever charging activity occurs during the daily operation period. Moreover, at the end
of daily operation, the BEB must be recharged back to (SoCinit) to prepare for the next
day’s service. According to the authors, this assumption is well in line with the empirically
observed charging behaviors as it is convenient to apply and requires less organizational
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effort. The authors have considered SoCinit ranges from 70% and 100%. Note that the
different performance rates for the BEB have not been studied in our proposal.

Xu et al. [50] address the tactical electric vehicle fleet size (EVFS) problem faced by
carsharing service (CSS) providers while considering the operational vehicle assignment,
vehicle relocation, and vehicle charging strategies (i.e., the charging duration at each station)
in pursuit of profit maximization. According to the authors, the novelty of this study lies in
the incorporation of the nonlinear battery-wear cost incurred during the battery charging
and discharging processes. The authors assume a linear charging and discharging process;
both the charging and the discharging rate, i.e., the uniform variation of the SoC per unit
of time, are represented by constants, CR and DR, respectively. Likewise [50], the usable
battery capacity E is also measured by SoC, i.e., E = 100%. Without the loss of generality, in
this work it is assumed that Emin denotes the minimum SoC value allowed for an EV.

Zang et al. [51] adopt three battery depreciation methods to investigate and compare
their influences on the EVRP with time windows (EVRPTW): (1) a nonlinear function of
charging; (2) a linear function of charge–discharge cycles; and (3) a linear function of total
traveling distance. In similarly described works, the authors limit the complete discharge
between two charging policies: recharging to total capacity whenever the SoC is lower
than 30% versus 10% for a 100 kWh. It is easy to conclude that a lower discharge depth
can increase the battery’s life. Therefore, the recharging strategy, such as determining
the recharging quantity at a certain state of charge (SOC, the level of battery power),
significantly influences the battery’s lifecycle with respect to the EVRP. Our proposal
considers the different policies without limiting the discharge process by a penalization
scheme of overcharging at stations.

Recently, Reyes-Rubiano et al. [52] analyzed a realistic vehicle routing problem, con-
sidering driving-range constraints and stochastic travel times. The objective function mini-
mizes the expected time-based cost required to complete the planned routes. A simheuristic
algorithm is proposed to solve it. Finally, Martins et al. [53] propose a categorization of the
current work in the field of electric vehicle routing problems. In particular, articles related
to the well-known vehicle routing, arc routing, and team orienteering problems have been
considered. Several research opportunities have been highlighted.

Table 1 shows the published work carried out in the last decade and considers the
particular characteristics of each of the works and how the proposed models differ and
assume some of them in their formulation. The variables that stand out in the literature
are partial recharging, customer time windows, penalties for complete discharge on the
vehicle’s route, overcharging at stations in the energy-transfer process, and the formulations
that characterize the recharge curve as a non-linear function.

As described in this section, several published papers have considered different
electric vehicle routing problems and considered different charging functions and different
constraints. However, no studies consider the E-VRP while considering battery degradation
at the recharging points and the different characteristics, as shown in Table 1. In this way,
models are desired to solve the E-VRP and contain realistic components.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the published papers in the last decade.
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Conrad and Figliozzi [27] x x x

Sweda and Klabjan [40] x x x

Barco et al. [54] x x x

Schneider et al. [21] x x x

Felipe et al. [32] x x x x

Goeke and Schneider [39] x x x

Yang and Sun [43] x

Sweda et al. [41] x x x

Hiermann et al. [26] x x x X

Desaulniers et al. [30] x x x x

Keskin and Çatay [31] x x x x

Hof et al. [45] x x

Montoya et al. [18] x x x x x

Raeesi et al. [46] x

Futalef et al. [47] x x x

Schiffer et al. [48] x x x x

Zhang et al. [49] x x x X

Xu et al. [50] x x X

Zang et al. [51] x x x x

Our proposal x x x x x x

Source: Owner.

3. Proposed Methodology

This section describes the Electric Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Window and
recharging stations (E-VRPTW). This problem considers the possibility of recharging at any
available station with the recharging times depending on the charge level when the vehicle
arrives at a station. In addition, the E-VRPTW considers capacity constraints as well as time
windows. The objective function minimizes the number of employed vehicles and the total
travel distance. We propose four exact models that seek to solve the problem, considering
constraints both in the recharging process in the stations and in the state of charge of
the batteries (SoC) during the arcs of vehicles on the routes. Our proposed approaches
incorporate the characteristics of the battery while avoiding its fast degradation. To our
knowledge, no published works deal with this aspect. The mathematical structure of the
models is unique and flexible and could be extended to different variants of EVs. Therefore,
a comparison of the different strategies to charge the battery has been explored.
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3.1. Electric Vehicle Routing Problem Considering the State of Charge of the Batteries

The electric vehicle routing problem involves a set of geographically distributed
customers, where each one has a known demand and time window in which they must be
visited. Deliveries are performed by a homogeneous fleet of electric vehicles with a fixed
load capacity and limited autonomy. While the vehicle is moving, it consumes an amount
of energy proportional to the distance it travels; therefore, it must visit as many times as
necessary the recharging stations located at various points. These stations allow the battery
to be recharged efficiently (amount of energy), and thus, the vehicle could conclude the
route. The battery recharging time depends on the charge level when the vehicle arrives at
the station and is proportional to the amount of transferred energy.

The main objective is to determine the routes that represent the minimum cost (time)
when starting and ending at the depot. The customers must be visited once to satisfy
their demand. The aim is to visit the stations the least number of times, allowing a partial
recharge that implies transferring only enough energy (recharging efficiency), and avoiding
the battery’s deep discharges during the route and overcharging in the transfer process
stations. This situation would extend the useful life of the batteries, the main component of
electric vehicles.

3.2. Proposed Mathematical Formulations

Mixed-integer linear programming models have been formulated to evaluate the
impact generated by partial recharges at the stations and concern a scenario where the
battery must be fully recharged to solve the E-VRP while considering the battery SoC.
Subsequently, limiting the SoC during the vehicle’s movement in its route and in the energy
transfer process was examined. For this purpose, four models with a similar structure were
formulated. However, each model has particular constraints that limit certain behaviors in
the recharge state and process.

Let V be a set of vertices with V′ = V ∪ F, where V denotes the set of customers and F
the set of recharging stations, which is defined as F = FR ∪ F F , where FR corresponds to
the recharging stations and FF is a set that contains copies of each station to allow multiple
visits to them. The vertices 0 and N denote the depots where each route starts and ends.

A set containing depot 0 and/or N is expressed as follows: V′0 = V ∪ F ∪ {0}, V′N =
V ∪ F ∪ {N}, V′0,N = V ∪ F ∪ {0} ∪ {N}. Therefore, the E-VRP that considers the

battery SoC can be defined as a complete directed graph. G =
(

V′0,N , A
)

, where A ={
(i, j)

∣∣∣ i, j ∈ V′0,N , i 6= j
}

is the set of arcs with an associated distance dij and a travel time
tij. Each arc has a constant battery consumption rate h. For each route, the remaining
battery power consumed is zij =

(
h ∗ dij

)
. The fleet is composed of similar electric vehicles

with a load capacity C and a battery capacity Q. Each vertex i ∈ V is associated with a
positive demand qi , which is 0 if i /∈ V. In addition, the set of vertices i ∈ V has a service
time Si. Each node i ∈ V′0,N is associated with a time window [ei , li], where ei is the earliest
start time and li is the latest completion time.

In the stations, a linear recharge is assumed, where energy is transferred to the batteries
at a rate of g. The time incurred for this action will depend on the battery SoC when arriving
at the station and on the amount of energy supplied in the transfer process. Decision
variables are generated with single indices that track the different states of the vehicle
during its route to simplify the model. The index τi indicates the arrival time at vertex i, ui ,
which indicates the remaining charge level at vertex i, and yi, which tracks the battery SoC
at node i, where i ∈ V′0,N . Considering the scenario where partial recharge is allowed in
the stations, the variable wi is included, which indicates the amount of energy supplied to
the battery at the station, where i ∈ F. The binary decision variable xij with i ∈ V′0, j ∈ V′N
takes the value 1 if the arc is traversed and 0 otherwise.

The objective function seeks to minimize the total time used in the routes, considering
the time of movement between vertices, the time incurred in recharging the batteries, and
the service time. In pursuit of the minimization objective, the model is also responsible for
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deciding if the size of the fleet defined as input data is optimal for the solution or if the
number of electric vehicles to be used can be reduced. Based on the above, four models
were formulated, as described below.

3.2.1. Model That Only Allows Batteries to Be Fully Recharged at Stations

This formulation assumes that when arriving at a recharging station, the difference
between the battery SoC and its total capacity Q is supplied at an energy transfer rate g;
that is, it does not allow a partial recharge. In this model, the vehicles arrive with energy
in their batteries after finishing the route. This situation is the most damaging in terms of
battery degradation because the battery is overcharged every time a station is visited, and
there are no limitations in terms of complete discharges.

Sets
V = Customers
V0 = Customers including the depot node 0, V0 = V ∪ {0}
FR = Real charging stations
FF = Fictitious charging stations, to visit other stations more than once
F = Real and fictitious charging stations F = FR ∪ F F
V′ = Customers including the charging stations V′ = V ∪ F
V′0 = Customers including the charging stations and the depot node 0, V′0 = V ∪ F ∪ {0}
V′N = Customers including the charging stations and the depot node N, V′N = V ∪ F ∪ {N}

V′0,N =
Customers including the charging stations and the depots node 0 and N,
V′0,N = V ∪ F ∪ {0} ∪ {N}

Parameters
dij = Euclidean distance from vertex i to j (i ∈ V′0 , j ∈ V′N )
tij = Travel time from vertex i to j (i ∈ V′0 , j ∈ V′N )
zij = Consumption energy from vertex i to j (i ∈ V′0 , j ∈ V′N )

(
zij = h ∗ dij

)
C = Vehicle capacity
Q = Battery capacity
h = Consumption energy rate of battery
g = Charging rate of battery at the station
m = Fleet size (number of electric vehicles)
vel = Average driver speed
qi = Demand of the node i (i ∈ V ; is 0 if i /∈ V )
ei = Earliest time window of node i (i ∈ V′0,N)
li = Latest time window of node i (i ∈ V′0,N)
Si = Service time of node i (S0, SN = 0; i ∈ V′0,N)

Decision Variables

xij


1

0

If node i immediately precedes node j (i ∈ V′0 , j ∈ V′N )

Otherwise
τi Decision variable that indicates the arrival time at node i (i ∈ V′0,N)

ui
Decision variable that indicates the remaining capacity of the vehicle battery upon
reaching the node i (i ∈ V′0,N).

yi
Decision variable that indicates the status or remaining capacity of the battery in node i
(i ∈ V′0,N).

Objective Function:

Min Z = ∑
i∈V′0 , j∈V′N , i 6=j

tijxij + ∑
i∈F

g (Q− yi) + ∑
i∈V′0 , j∈V′N , i 6=j

Sjxij (1)

Subject to:
∑

j∈V′N , i 6=j
xij = 1 ∀i ∈ V (2)

∑
j∈V′N , i 6=j

xij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ F (3)
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x0N = 0 (4)

∑
i∈V′

x0i ≤ m (5)

xij = 0 ∀i ∈ F, j ∈ F (6)

∑
i∈V′N , i 6=j

xji − ∑
i∈V′0 , i 6=j

xij = 0 ∀j ∈ V′ (7)

τi +
(
tij + Si

)
xij − l0

(
1− xij

)
≤ τj ∀i ∈ V0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (8)

τi + tijxij + g(Q− yi) + Si − (l0 + gQ)
(
1− xij

)
≤ τj ∀i ∈ F, j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (9)

ej ≤ τj ≤ lj ∀ j ∈ V′0,N (10)

uj ≤ ui − qixij + C
(
1− xij

)
∀i ∈ V′0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (11)

u0 ≤ C (12)

yj ≤ yi − zijxij + Q
(
1− xij

)
∀i ∈ V0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (13)

yj ≤ Q− zijxij ∀i ∈ F, j ∈ VN , i 6= j (14)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V′0 , j ∈ V′N (15)

τi, ui, yi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ V′0,N (16)

Equation (1) is the objective function that minimizes the times incurred in the route,
considering the time used to move between nodes, the time it takes to recharge the battery
at the stations, and the service time at both the customer locations and the charging stations.
Only full battery recharge is allowed in the power supply process. Equation (2) guarantees
the customers’ connectivity, allowing only one arc to connect to another customer, recharg-
ing station, or final depot. Equation (3) addresses visits to recharging stations, allowing
an exit arc to another customer node or a final depot if necessary. Equation (4) does not
allow a direct arc from the initial depot to the end of the path (depot). Equation (5) finally
determines the number of electric vehicles in the fleet to leave the depot. Equation (6)
prevents the existence of consecutive recharges, restricting immediate visits to stations.
Constraint (7) determines the flow equilibrium, making the number of output arcs equal
to the number of input arcs at each vertex. Equation (8) ensures the temporal viability of
the arcs that leave the customers and the depot, considering arrival times, service times,
and movement times between vertices. Equation (9) guarantees the temporal viability of
the arcs that leave the recharging stations, also taking into account the time incurred in
recharging the battery, which corresponds to the difference between the SoC of the vehicle
upon arrival at the station and the total capacity. Equation (10) guarantees the fulfillment of
the time windows at each vertex, including the depot. Equations (8)–(10) are responsible for
eliminating sub-routes. Equations (11) and (12) ensure compliance with customer demand.
Equation (13) controls the battery SoC upon departure from the depot and the customers,
considering the energy consumption between vertices. Equation (14) controls the SoC of
the vehicle when arriving and leaving the stations, ensuring total recharge of the battery in
this process of energy transfer. Equations (15) and (16) define the decision variables.

3.2.2. Mathematical Model That Allows Partial Recharging of the Battery at Stations

This formulation makes it possible to supply the energy necessary to continue and
complete the route at the stations. This model does not require a total recharge; however, it
allows it if necessary. The electric vehicles that make up the fleet arrive at the depot without
energy in their batteries, which implies an increase in the efficiency of the charging process.

Consider the same sets and parameters of the model (1)–(16), adding, however, a new
decision variable:
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wi = Decision variable that indicates the amount of energy supplied to the battery
from the vehicle at the charging station (i ∈ F).

Objective Function:

Min Z = ∑
i∈V′0 , j∈V′N , i 6=j

tijxij + ∑
i∈F

g wi + ∑
i∈V′0 , j∈V′N , i 6=j

Sjxij (17)

Subject to:
∑

j∈V′N , i 6=j
xij = 1 ∀i ∈ V (18)

∑
j∈V′N , i 6=j

xij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ F (19)

x0N = 0 (20)

∑
i∈V′

x0i ≤ m (21)

xij = 0 ∀i ∈ F, j ∈ F (22)

∑
i∈V′N , i 6=j

xji − ∑
i∈V′0 , i 6=j

xij = 0 ∀j ∈ V′ (23)

τi +
(
tij + Si

)
xij − l0

(
1− xij

)
≤ τj ∀i ∈ V0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (24)

τi + tijxij + g(Q− yi) + Si − (l0 + gQ)
(
1− xij

)
≤ τj ∀i ∈ F, j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (25)

ej ≤ τj ≤ lj ∀ j ∈ V′0,N (26)

uj ≤ ui − qixij + C
(
1− xij

)
∀i ∈ V′0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (27)

u0 ≤ C (28)

yj ≤ yi − zijxij + Q
(
1− xij

)
∀i ∈ V0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (29)

yj ≤ (yi + wi)− zijxij ∀i ∈ F, j ∈ VN , i 6= j (30)

(yi + wi) ≤ Q ∀i ∈ F (31)

y0 ≤ Q (32)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V′0 , j ∈ V′N (33)

τi, ui, yi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ V′0,N (34)

wi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ F (35)

Equation (17) considers the objective function, similar to Equation (1), and considers
the incurred time for recharging the station’s battery, which does not necessarily correspond
to the total energy remaining to complete the battery’s capacity. Note that this model seeks
to recharge only enough energy (partial recharge) to continue the route and thus avoid un-
necessary recharging. Equations (18)–(24) have the same interpretation as Equations (2)–(8).
Equation (25) guarantees the temporary viability of the vehicles leaving the stations and
also considers the incurred time for recharging energy. Equations (26)–(29) are equivalent
to constraints (10)–(13). Equation (30) controls the state of charge of the battery (SoC) of
the vehicles when arriving and leaving the stations, allowing partial recharging if required
(only enough energy). Equation (31) ensures that the supplied energy exceeds the battery
capacity. The constraints (32) determine the state of charge (SoC) of the vehicles in the
depot. Equations (33)–(35) define the decision variables.
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3.2.3. Model That Allows Partial Recharging and Also Limits Battery Discharge

This formulation allows partial recharging at the stations and adds constraints with
the limiting of deep discharge. This discharge is one of the factors that most affects
the degradation of the batteries, limiting the charge cycles within their useful life. This
formulation does not allow the vehicles’ state of charge (SoC) to drop below 25% of their
total capacity. It only decreases that percentage in the last edge, including the last visited
customer and the depot, prioritizing the entire load at night or in periods where it is most
convenient. The formulation is equivalent to model (17)–(35), adding a variable associated
with avoiding deep discharges in order to prevent battery degradation. In this way, a new
constraint is added to limit the discharge of the battery:

(Q ∗ 0.25) ≤ yi ∀i ∈ V′ (36)

The constraints (36) indicate that the state of charge of the electric vehicle’s battery
(SoC) cannot decrease more than 25% of the total capacity. In this way, the aim is to recharge
only enough energy. This threshold is only allowed to be exceeded for the edge from the
last customer and the depot.

3.2.4. Model That Allows Partial Recharging, Defines a Maximum Charge Threshold, and
Limits Battery Discharge

This model allows partial recharging, constraining deep discharge, and prioritizing
surface discharge like the previous formulation. It also adds an upper threshold in order to
limit the overload in the energy transfer process. This formulation maintains the battery in
the recommended interval between 25% and 85%, presenting 60% autonomy, and extending
the battery’s useful life over the long term.

This formulation protects the battery from the degradation caused by deep discharges
and adds a maximum threshold that limits the state of charge in order to not overcharge
the battery in the power supply process. For this purpose, the formulation of the par-
tial recharge model (17)–(36) is considered, replacing the expression (31) with new con-
straints (37).

(yi + wi) ≤ (Q ∗ 0.85) ∀i ∈ F (37)

Equation (37) defines a maximum threshold for charging the battery in a station, which
corresponds to 85% of its total capacity. Finally, to define the number of electric vehicles (m)
that make up the fleet in any of the four formulations, it is necessary to previously solve
each formulation described without considering the constraints (5) or (21) by replacing the
objective function with the following expression (38).

Min Z = ∑
j∈V′

x0j (38)

Equation (38) minimizes the number of vehicles departing from the depot.

4. Computational Experiments

This section presents the experimental results. Julia programmed all the computational
tests using the commercial solver Gurobi Optimizer version 9.0.3. All the executions were
performed on an Intel® Core™ i5-2430M CPU @ 2.4 GHz processor with an 8 GB RAM and
a 64-bit operating system. A resolution time limit of 7200 s was considered.

First, a small, structured instance is presented to clearly show the four models’ impacts.
Then, the problem implemented in the Julia programming language is solved through
a commercial solver from these generated data. The above data are used in the models
implemented in the Julia programming language. Subsequently, the models were tested
using instances in the literature appropriate for this variant of the E-VRP.

The following steps have carried out the development of the proposed methodology:
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1. Review the literature related to electric vehicles, their physical composition, the
behavior of the battery, the types of charge, and their fundamental components. A
review of the electric vehicle routing problem with time windows (E-VRPWT) was
conducted.

2. Define the considered problem.
3. Formulate the optimization models mathematically and implement them in the Julia

programming language.
4. Generate structured instances used as input data for the models.
5. Adapt instances of the literature according to the considered problem.
6. Run experiments with the Gurobi commercial solver for each formulated instance.
7. Compare the results obtained between the implemented models, considering the

computing time according to the size of the instance, the objective function value, the
number of used electric vehicles, the number of times the vehicle arrives at a charging
station, and the quantity of energy supplied to recharge the battery.

8. Carry out an analysis of the impact generated by allowing partial recharging and
restricting the state of charge of the car batteries and how they influenced the results.

4.1. Discussion Results: Instance with 5 Customers—3 Recharging Stations

A structured instance, formulated based on a distribution of points presented by [21]
to graphically and in detail represent the impact of partial recharge and the constraints that
limit battery SoC, was considered. The instance considers five customers and three battery
recharging stations. Table 2 shows the details of the input dataset, and Table 3 presents
the instance parameters. The symmetric and Euclidean distance between the vertices that
make up the graph is assumed; the calculation is performed using the expression shown
in (39).

Table 2. Description of the Instance.

Instance Coordinates Time Windows

ID Type X-Axis Y-Axis
Earliest Time

Windows
ei (s)

Latest Time
Windows

li (s)

Demand
qi (Units)

Service Time
Si (s)

D0 Depot 40 50 0 240 0 0
S1 Station 10 28 0 240 0 10
S2 Station 27 10 0 240 0 10
S3 Station 77 30 0 240 0 10
C1 Customer 85 35 68 182 30 10
C2 Customer 40 5 55 185 10 10
C3 Customer 4 18 58 131 35 10
C4 Customer 65 55 26 111 14 10
C5 Customer 2 40 96 190 20 10

Source: Owner.

Table 3. Main parameters of the Instance.

Description Value

Battery Capacity (Q) 77.75 kWh
Vehicle Capacity (C) 200 Units

Energy Consumption Rate (h) 1 kWh/m
Battery Charging Rate (g) 0.39 s/kWh

Average driving speed 1 m/s
Source: Owner.
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We assume the symmetric and Euclidean distance between the vertices that make up
the graph; the calculation is carried out using the expression shown in (39).

dij =
√(

xj − xi
)2

+
(
yj − yi

)2 ∀i ∈ V0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (39)

Therefore, the distance matrix including all the vertices is the following:

dij =



0 37.20 42.05 42.05 47.43 45.00 49.16 25.49 39.29
37.20 0 24.75 67.02 75.32 37.80 11.66 61.29 14.42
42.05 24.75 0 53.85 63.15 13.93 24.35 58.89 39.05
42.05 67.02 53.85 0 9.440 44.65 73.97 27.73 75.66
47.43 75.32 63.15 9.440 0 54.08 82.76 28.28 83.15
45.00 37.80 13.93 44.65 54.08 0 38.27 55.90 51.66
49.16 11.66 24.35 73.97 82.76 38.27 0 71.33 22.09
25.49 61.26 58.89 27.73 28.28 55.90 71.34 0 64.76
39.29 14.42 39.05 75.66 83.15 51.66 22.09 64.76 0


Considering that both the average driving speed (vel) and the rate of energy con-

sumption (h) are constant and of unit value, it is possible to calculate the time used to
move between vertices

(
tij
)

and the amount of energy consumed when performing this
movement zij. Where:

zij = dij ∗ h (kWh) ∀i ∈ V0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (40)

tij =
dij

vel
(s) ∀i ∈ V0 , j ∈ V′N , i 6= j (41)

Thus, for this case, it is possible to calculate the matrices corresponding to the move-
ment times and energy consumption between vertices, whose values are equivalent.

zij = tij =



0 37.20 42.05 42.05 47.43 45.00 49.16 25.49 39.29
37.20 0 24.75 67.02 75.32 37.80 11.66 61.29 14.42
42.05 24.75 0 53.85 63.15 13.93 24.35 58.89 39.05
42.05 67.02 53.85 0 9.440 44.65 73.97 27.73 75.66
47.43 75.32 63.15 9.440 0 54.08 82.76 28.28 83.15
45.00 37.80 13.93 44.65 54.08 0 38.27 55.90 51.66
49.16 11.66 24.35 73.97 82.76 38.27 0 71.33 22.09
25.49 61.26 58.89 27.73 28.28 55.90 71.34 0 64.76
39.29 14.42 39.05 75.66 83.15 51.66 22.09 64.76 0


Expression (38) is used as an objective function in the proposed algorithm to determine

the minimum size of the fleet corresponding to the input data. From the above, to solve the
current problem, we define m = 3 vehicles as this is the highest value obtained for the four
formulations; however, the algorithm will determine posteriorly if it is possible to reduce
the fleet size and if the associated times can be minimized. Table 4 shows the results of the
four models considering the minimization of times in the route. In the results from Table 4,
(a) is used for the model that allows partial recharge of the battery at the stations, (b) is for
the model that allows partial recharge of the battery at the stations, (c) is for the model that
allows partial recharge and limits the discharge of the battery, and (d) is for the model that
allows partial recharge, defines a maximum charge threshold, and limits the discharge of
the battery.
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Table 4. Results of the four models for the Instance.

Model (a) (b) (c) (d)

Fleet Size
(vehicles) 3 2 3 3

Objective
Function (s) 452.07 372.34 429.93 444.55

Computing Time (s) <1 <1 <1 <1

Visits to charging stations
Route 1 = 1 Route 1 = 1 Route 1 = 1 Route 1 = 1
Route 2 = 1 Route 2 = 2 Route 2 = 1 Route 2 = 1
Route 3 = 1 Route 3 = 1 Route 3 = 2

Routing Time Route 1 = 159.9 Route 1 = 146.0 Route 1 = 146.0 Route 1 = 146.0
(s) Route 2 = 139.4 Route 2 = 226.3 Route 2 = 131.0 Route 2 = 131.0

Route 3 = 145.7 Route 3 = 152.9 Route 3 = 167.5

Minimum Threshold 0 0
77.75 kWh 77.75 kWh

(SoC = 25%) (SoC = 25%)

Maximum Threshold
77.75 kWh 77.75 kWh 77.75 kWh 66.08 kWh

(SoC = 100%) (SoC = 100%) (SoC = 100%) (SoC = 85%)

Minimum Value 14.53 kWh 18.82 kWh 25.49 kWh 25.49 kWh

(Customer or Station) (SoC = 18.70%) (SoC = 24.21%) (SoC = 32.79%) (SoC = 32.79%)

Maximum Value 77.75 kWh 64.25 kWh 73.04 kWh 63.20 kWh

(Customer or Station) (SoC = 100.00%) (SoC = 82.64%) (SoC = 93.95%) (SoC = 81.30%)

Charge Status (SoC) at the
end of the route

Route 1 = 45% Route 1 = 0% Route 1 = 0% Route 1 = 0%

Route 2 = 24% Route 2 = 0% Route 2 = 0% Route 2 = 0%

Route 3 = 6.2% Route 3 = 0% Route 3 = 0% Route 3 = 0%
Source: Owner.

All cases presented the optimal solution (Gap 0%). The results are graphically pre-
sented below, visualizing the impact of the partial load constraints and the state-of-charge
limitations.

When a model (a) is used, the optimum is achieved with a fleet of electric vehicles
generating three routes for the delivery of goods. As shown in Figure 4, the vehicles leave
the depot fully charged (100% SoC), and then, in each route, a station is visited where the
battery is fully recharged. The SoC during the route reaches a minimum of 18.3%, and
the maximum is 100%, the latter being achieved when leaving all stations. At the end of
the routes, the vehicles arrive at the depot with a certain percentage of energy in their
batteries. The objective function is 452.074 s, which considers the movement time between
the vertices, the time incurred for power supply at the three stations, and the service time
incurred for each customer and station.
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The optimum is achieved with two electric vehicles when model (b) is used. Therefore,
two routes are defined, as shown in Figure 5. Although three visits to recharging stations
are performed, the objective function is 372.34 s, lower than the previous case. As the
routes of the vehicles are different and time is saved by recharging only enough energy
to complete the route, the vehicles return to the depot without energy. The SoC presents
a minimum and maximum of 24.21% and 82.64%, respectively, which indicates that it is
never necessary to perform a complete recharge.
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The optimum is achieved with three electric vehicles when the model (c) is used,
as shown in Figure 6. Moreover, the routes traveled by the vehicles are similar to those
of model (a). Indeed, routes 2 and 3 are identical in both models, but route 1 changes
its trajectory to comply with the efficient recharge and the SoC limitation (SoC > 25%)
requirements. The maximum discharge value of the battery is 32.79% of its capacity, higher
than the 25% defined as the limit. As with model (b), the batteries arrive without power at
the depot. The objective function is 429.93 s, a lower value than model (a), which is mainly
justified by the lower time incurred in the energy supply process.
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The optimum is achieved with three electric vehicles when a model (d) is used, as
shown in Figure 7. Routes 1 and 2 are the same as those obtained by model (c). However,
in route 3, to comply with the limitations of autonomy and to complete the route, it is
necessary to visit an additional recharging station; so, the value of the objective function is
444.555 s. A minimum of 32.8% and a maximum of 81.3% are observed with respect to the
SoC.

4.2. Discussion Results: Adapted Instance with 10 Customers—5 Recharging Stations

We considered the existing instances in the literature proposed by Schneider et al.
(2014) that have been used in various routing studies with electric vehicles. In particular, it
was necessary to adapt the instances incorporating the service time data associated with
the recharging stations (42):

Si = 10 ∀i ∈ F (42)

The instances consider 5, 10, and 15 customers, whose distribution can be of three
forms, types C, R, and RC. The first distribution considers grouped customers; in the
second, the customers are randomly distributed; and in the third, the customers are both
grouped and randomly distributed. Table 5 shows the characteristics of the test instances.
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Table 5. Description of the instances.

Instance Number of Charging
Stations

Number of
Customers Type of Customer

C101C5_S3 3 5 C
R104C5_S3 3 5 R
R105C5_S3 3 5 R
RC204C5_S4 4 5 R
C202C10_S5 5 10 C
R102C10_S4 4 10 R
R203C10_S5 5 10 R
RC108C10_S4 4 10 RC
C106C15_S3 3 15 C
C208C15_S4 4 15 C

Source: Owner.

Tables 6 and 7 show the obtained results for the four models on the ten instances of
different sizes.
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Table 6. Number of used vehicles.

Fleet Size (Number of Vehicles)

Instance (a) (b) (c) (d)

C101C5S3 2 2 2 3
R104C5S3 2 2 2 2
R105C5S3 2 2 3 3
RC204C5S4 1 1 1 2
C202C10S5 1 1 2 2
R102C10S4 4 4 4 4
R203C10S5 1 1 1 3
RC108C10S4 3 3 4 4
C106C15S3 3 3 3 3
C208C15S4 4 4 4 4

Source: Owner.

Table 7. Obtained results for all the instances.

Model

Number of Customers 5 Customers 10 Customers 15 Customers

Instances

C
10

1C
5S

3

R
10

4C
5S

3

R
10

5C
5S

3

R
C

20
4C

5S
4

C
20

2C
10

S5

R
10

2C
10

S4

R
20

3C
10

S5

R
C

10
8C

10
S4

C
10

6C
15

S3

C
20

8C
15

S4

Item

(a)

Fleet Size 3 2 2 2 2 4 2 4 3 4

Objective Function (s) 925.60 210.54 245.08 262.90 1571.70 416.96 424.21 572.86 2029.50 2134.50

Computing Time (s) <1 <1 <1 <1 51 3 6, 7 9, 5 1240 .

Visited Stations 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2

State of Charge (SoC) at Exiting
Stations (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

(b)

Fleet Size 3 2 2 2 2 4 2 4 3 4

Objective Function (s) 876, 2 206, 16 238, 29 258, 9 1.507, 4 415, 75 419, 39 557, 98 2.006, 9 2.033, 6

Computing Time (s) <1 <1 <1 <1 242 3, 2 11, 4 84, 2 3.727 770

Visited Stations 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 3

State of Charge (SoC) at Exiting
Stations (%) 79; 87 85 77 58 85; 91 98; 92 98; 76;

76
72; 72;

79 96; 95 81; 67;
67

(c)

Fleet Size 3 2 3 2 2 4 2 4 3 4

Objective Function (s) 876, 2 206, 16 255, 89 258, 9 1.556, 4 415, 75 443, 55 577, 71 2.016, 2 2.072, 5

Computing Time (s) <1 <1 <1 <1 273 3, 2 13, 2 22, 35 3.427 1.676

Visited Stations 2 1 1 1 3 2 4 3 2 3

State of Charge (SoC) at Exiting
Stations (%) 79; 87 85 91 58 84; 77;

91 98; 92 96; 98;
90; 89

80; 89;
89 79; 95 80; 66;

82

(d)

Fleet Size 3 2 3 2 2 4 3 4 4 4

Objective Function (s) 877, 45 225, 43 279, 10 272, 2 1.605, 2 450, 27 508, 17 605, 51 2.375, 6 2.072, 5

Computing Time (s) <1 <1 <1 <1 19 2, 7 12 3, 8 3.162 51, 54

Visited Stations 2 2 2 2 4 4 5 4 5 3

State of Charge (SoC) at Exiting
Stations (%) 76; 73 66; 66 66; 77 65; 85 75; 73;

73; 85
53; 53;
81; 65

84; 76;
76; 76;

85

79; 79;
85; 85

82; 85;
82; 80;

80

80; 66;
82

Source: Owner.

The obtained results for five customers (considering both the grouped and the ran-
domly distributed elements) indicate that allowing partial recharge of the battery while
maintaining the number of visits to recharging stations decreased the total time, which was
mainly due to the savings incurred by recharging only the required amount of energy. By
restricting deep discharge (model c), it was unnecessary to incorporate a new vehicle into
the fleet for instances C101C5S3, R104C5S3, and RC204C5S4. In addition, the value of the
objective function does not vary with respect to the results of model (b), which indicates that
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the model complied with maintaining an SoC above 25% of the battery capacity. However,
in instance R105C5S3, the algorithm showed that an additional electric vehicle is needed
to comply with the imposed limitation, increasing the objective function due to the new
redistribution of the routes. By including the constraints associated with limiting battery
overload, SoC ≤ 85% (model d), for three of the four instances under study, an additional
stop at a recharging station is necessary to comply with the desired level of autonomy.
This additional step increases the value of the objective function, mainly due to the service
time of this new visit, plus the time incurred in the power supply process. However, for
C101C5S3, for instance. it was unnecessary to perform this action. Table 6 shows the battery
SoC values when leaving the stations and how these values vary according to the model.
The solver had a rapid response for the instances with five customers with three or four
recharging stations, independently of the distribution of these elements in the graph, in
which the computation time did not exceed one second.

For the instances with ten customers, the behavior is similar to that for the instances
of five customers. Partial recharge decreases the time incurred in the routes. Instances
C202C10S5, R102C10S4, and R203C10S5 present the same number of station visits as in the
model that requires full battery recharge; however, for RC108C10S4, where the elements are
randomly distributed and grouped, new stops are needed to obtain energy. When applying
model (c), limiting deep discharge, only instance R102C10S4 presents the same result as
model (b), while the remaining three instances result in a redistribution of routes or consider
it necessary to visit a station again to comply with this constraint. When adding a maximum
recharge threshold (model d) for the four instances, it is necessary to make new stops at the
recharging stations and redistribute the routes to comply with this SoC limitation. In the
case of R203C10S5, it is necessary to include an additional vehicle. Therefore, a significant
increase in the objective function is produced due to the time spent executing these actions.
The solver presented a fast response time, and the maximum resolution time of the models
for these instances with ten customers was 273 s for C202C10S5; in the other cases, it did
not exceed 80 s.

For 15 customers, tests were performed on the model considering a distribution of the
grouped elements. Generally, the consideration of partial recharge decreased the objective
function with respect to the total recharge scenario. For C208C15S4, a visit to a recharging
station was added. By limiting deep discharge, a redistribution of the routes was produced,
and consequently, a change in the percentage of energy supplied. Finally, as observed
for the smaller instances, model (d) generated new routes, new visits to stations, in some
cases with the need for more vehicles, and, when not meeting the autonomy requirements,
an increase in the total time. The computation time, in this case, increased significantly,
reaching a maximum of 3427 s and 2000 s on average. Although there is an upward trend
in the computational time by increasing the size of the instances, there are some cases in
which the particular distribution of the elements affects the rapid solution of the algorithm.
An example of the above is instance C208C15S4, which, although it has 15 customers and
four recharging stations, can be solved according to model (d) in less than 55 s.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, the electric vehicle routing problem considering the batteries’ state of
charge is introduced. This problem evaluates and studies the impact of solving the problem
considering efficient recharging to implement scenarios that constrain the autonomy of
the vehicles through recommended charge and discharge intervals to extend the life of
the batteries. For this purpose, four models capable of representing each of the scenarios
mentioned above were proposed, tested, and validated through structured and appropriate
instances from the literature.

The proposed models precisely expose the different behaviors in the states of charge
of the batteries and can quickly find optimal solutions to the small instances. It was also
possible to verify that allowing vehicles to recharge partially reduces the total time spent
on delivery routes and contributes to the efficient use of energy. In turn, restricting deep
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discharges and overcharging, keeping the battery in the state where it is most comfortable,
provides sufficient autonomy, which, although it produces an increase in the time spent on
the routes due to more significant assistance at the stations, fulfills the customer demand
without significantly increasing the number of vehicles in the fleet or the computing time.

Furthermore, it is possible to mention that the computing time, which depends on
the size of the instance, is also directly due to the location of both the customers and the
charging stations. Therefore, for large instances and a greater concentration of elements,
it is necessary to implement heuristic or metaheuristic techniques that allow solving the
problem by approximate good quality solutions within a short time.

Future work should focus on studying the different variants of the problem, improving
existing algorithms, or adding new variables that bring reality to the formulations. In the
case of the problem mentioned above, the scope could be expanded by incorporating
heterogeneous fleets of electric vehicles and considering different types of batteries. We
could also limit the capacity of the electricity grid, the number of vehicles that recharge
simultaneously, and the geographical arrangement of the terrain, considering the energy
from the regenerative brake, and include circulation constraints, among others. Finally,
granular tabu search strategies could be extended from similar problems [55–60] to solve
large-size instances of the problem.
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